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Course outline

▪ Introduction and an overview of offshore structures

▪ Deepwater Floating Production Systems

▪ DW Floaters Design Criteria

▪ Hydrostatics and Stability

▪ Global Response of Floating Structures

▪ Feature and Concept of Floaters

▪ Spar

▪ Tension Leg Platform

▪ Semi-submersible

▪ Floating, production, storage and offloading (FPSO)

▪ Sub-Sea Systems



Course outline

▪ Deepwater challenges

▪ Mooring line for FPS Systems (Basics, design and Integrity)

▪ Pipelines and Risers

▪ Miscellaneous Topics in Floater Systems

▪ Geo Hazards

▪ A concrete floater concept

▪ Deepwater Facility Operations



Learning Objectives

The main objective of the course covers the:

▪ Definition and concept of offshore structures.

▪ Difference between shallow water and deep water

and the fixed bottom and floating structures

▪ An overview environmental loading that is

necessary for design and maintenance of offshore

structure.

▪ Concept and understanding of hydrostatic and

hydrodynamic stability of floating structures



Learning Objectives

▪ Features and description of various deepwater

floating structures i.e. spar, semi-sub, TLP, FPSO

and sub-sea installation.

▪ Concept and description of mooring lines’

pipelines and risers.

▪ Challenges and issues in deepwater



Learning Outcome

At the end of this course, students should be

able to:

▪ Demonstrate the concepts of floating and fixed

offshore structures and their application

▪ Determine the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic

stability of floating structures

▪ Analyze and assess the mooring lines

▪ Design the fundamental concepts in pipelines

and risers



Introduction and an overview 
of offshore structures
Chapter-1
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Introduction
Ocean & Seas: A Hidden Treasure of Resources
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Introduction: 
Hydrocarbon a nature gift and a hidden treasure in the 
oceans and seas

▪ Hydrocarbons represent the dominant source of

energy today.

▪ 20% of the oil and gas production takes place in

offshore areas.

▪ New reserves to be exploited would increasingly be

sought in deeper waters and call for challenging new

technologies.



An overview of oil & gas basic

▪ Oil reserves are the quantities of crude oil estimated to be commercially

recoverable by application of development projects to known accumulations

from a given date forward under defined conditions.

▪ The total estimated amount of oil in an oil reservoir, including both

producible and non-producible oil, is called oil in place.

▪ However, because of reservoir characteristics and limitations in petroleum

▪ extraction technologies, only a fraction of this oil can be brought to the surface,

and it is only this producible fraction that is considered to be reserves.

▪ The ratio of producible oil reserves to total oil in place for a given field is often

referred to as the recovery factor, recovery factors vary greatly among oil fields.

▪ The recovery factor of any particular field may change over time based on

operating history and in response to changes in technology and economics.





Rotating equipment -used forrotarydrilling

swivel - large handle that holds the weight of the drill string; allows

the stringto rotateandmakesapressure-tightseal onthe hole

drill string -consistsofdrill pipe (connected sections ofabout30 feet

(10 meters)and drill collars (largerdiameter, heavierpipe thatfits

aroundthe drill pipeandplacesweightonthe drill bit)

turntable or rotary table -drivesthe rotatingmotionusingpower

fromelectricmotors

Drilling Equipment and Terminology



Drill bit(s) - end of the drill that

actually cuts up the rock; comes in

many shapes and materials (tungsten

carbide steel, diamond) that are

specialized for various drilling tasks

and rock

Casing - large-diameter concrete pipe

that lines the drill hole, prevents the

hole from collapsing, and allows drilling

mud to circulate

Drilling Equipment and Terminology



Drilling mud: used to stabilize the excess pressure created due

to fluid in the formation used to cool drill bit remove rock

chips

Derrick - support structure that holds the drilling apparatus;

tall enough to allow new sections of drill pipe to be added to

the drilling apparatus as drilling progresses

Blowout preventer - high-pressure valves (located under the

land rig or on the sea floor) that seal the high-pressure drill

lines and relieve pressure when necessary to prevent a

blowout (uncontrolled gush of gas or oil to the surface, often

associated with fire)

Drilling Equipment and Terminology











Searching for oil over water using seismology





An overview of oil & gas basic: Types of 
Reserves

Proved Reserves

▪ Proved reserves are those quantities of petroleum that - by analysis of

geological and engineering data - can be estimated with reasonable

certainty to be commercially recoverable, from a given date forward, from

known reservoirs and under current economic conditions, operating

methods, and government regulations.

▪ If deterministic methods are used, the term reasonable certainty is

intended to express a high degree of confidence that the quantities will be

recovered. If probabilistic methods are used, there should be at least a

90% probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed

the estimate.



An overview of oil & gas basic: Types of 
Reserves

Unproved Reserves

▪ Unproved reserves are based on geologic and/or engineering data similar

to that used in estimates of proved reserves; but technical, contractual,

economic, or regulatory uncertainties preclude such reserves being

classified as proved.

▪ Unproved reserves may be further classified as probable reserves and possible

reserves.

▪ Unproved reserves may be estimated assuming future economic conditions

▪ different from those prevailing at the time of the estimate.

▪ The effect of possible future improvements in economic conditions and

technological developments can be expressed by allocating appropriate

quantities of reserves to the probable and possible classifications.



An overview of oil & gas basic: Drilling

▪ The largest and most critical investment for any oil company is

that of drilling and intervening in wells.

▪ The creation and life of a well can be divided into 5 stages:

▪ Planning

▪ Drilling

▪ Completion

▪ Production

▪ Abandonment



An overview of oil & gas basic: Well Types

▪ Wildcat wells - when a well is drilled, based on a large element of hope, in

a frontier area where very little is known about the subsurface.

▪ In many areas oil exploration has reached a very mature phase and the chances

of finding oil simply by drilling at random are very low.

▪ Therefore, a lot more effort is placed in exploration and appraisal wells.

▪ Exploration wells - when they are drilled purely for exploratory (information

gathering) purposes in a new area.

▪ Appraisal wells - when they are used to assess characteristics (e.g. flow

rate) of a proven hydrocarbon reservoir.

▪ Production wells - when they are drilled primarily for producing oil or gas,

once the producing structure and characteristics are established.



Offshore Structures: An Overview

▪ Offshore structures are large platforms that primarily provide

the necessary facilities and equipment for exploration and

production of oil and natural gas in a marine environment.

▪ During the initial prospecting phase, jack-up or alternatively floating rigs

are used to drill exploration wells, and if the drilling operation proves

successful, a permanent production platform may be placed at the site.

▪ Initially the exploration well is drilled to determine, whether any oil or

gas is present within a given area.

▪ Once the decision to initiate an oil production has been taken, a

production facility will be placed at the site.



Offshore Structures: An Overview

▪ The platform may consist of 1 or several platforms, or 1 integrated

production platform.

▪ Depending on the site, location and water depth, the production facilities

are either floating platforms or platforms placed direct on the seabed.

▪ Generally, oil platforms are located in shallow waters on the continental

shelf.

▪ However, as the demand for oil and gas increases and reserves are found in

increasingly deeper waters, facilities and equipment must be located either

directly on the bottom of the sea or on floating vessels.

▪ A typical wellhead platform in the North Sea is equipped with 12 - 24

wellheads, and in a few cases up to 30 - 40 wellheads.



Offshore Structures: An Overview

▪ Directional drilling allows the reservoirs to be accessed at different

depths and at remote positions of up to 5 to 8 km from the platform.

▪ In general offshore structures may be used for a variety of

reasons:

▪ Oil and gas exploration

▪ Production processing

▪ Accommodation

▪ Bridges and causeways

▪ Loading and off loading facilities



Offshore Structures: An Overview

▪ In the steel platform category, there are various types of structures,

depending on the use, and depending on the water depth in which the

platforms operate.

▪ The development of offshore oil and gas fields has played an essential role in the

total oil production worldwide, as oil prices in the 1970’s and again from 2005

encouraged increased development in order to attain self sufficiency.

▪ The design of offshore structures used for oil and gas exploitation has evolved since

then, with national and international standards and regulations assuring that all

platforms are designed to withstand a certain wave and wind load and to a high

safety level.

▪ In most cases platforms are designed to last 25-30 years with respect to material

fatigue as well as to withstand impact with boats and dropped objects.

▪ Finally to ensure the safety and integrity of existing structures, advanced inspection,

monitoring systems and advanced analysis have been activated.
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Types Offshore Structures 



Types Offshore Structures 
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Jack- up





Jack-up footings

















Jacket fabrication

▪ Bilder



Load-out

▪ Bilder



Load-out

▪ Bilder



Transportation

▪ Bilder











Jacket installation: crane lift



Jacket installation,- final phases

▪ Jacket in upright position?

o Ballast in jacket legs

▪ Transit to set-down point. Several 100 meters

▪ Further ballasting and lowering by crane

▪ Landing

▪ Release crane

▪ On-bottom stability in temporary phase?

▪ Piling



GBS

▪ Bilder at GBS utslep og installasjon



Offshore Installation Risks

▪ The offshore installation risks are mainly centered on the lifting operations

and weather.

▪ Offshore installations, especially fixed platforms, are badly effected by

weather and can be delayed from travelling to location due to bad

forecasts.

▪ Upon reaching location the installation is again weather dependent with

almost calm conditions required to final position and lift.

▪ The whole of the offshore installation of the Jacket & Topsides lifts require

near perfect conditions.

▪ Once the lifting operations are complete the jackets/topsides secured then

there is very little follow-on work which is at risk.

▪ Final Commission and start-up requires checking for transport damage,

loosening of bolts, pipe joints etc. before commencing.
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Change of physical effects with increasing 
water depth



Introduction to 
Deepwater Development
Chapter-1
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FACTORS DRIVING DEEPWATER RUSH

▪ Growing global demand for energy.

▪ Traditional fields fast exhausting.

▪ Declining production & reserves.

▪ Oil supply jitters.

▪ Pressure to diversify supply.

▪ Energy economics.

▪ Technological advent.















Scope and Components of Offshore Project
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System Selection Criteria

▪ Location of drilling activity.

▪ Depth of water, seabed features & lateral force at location for

offshore drilling.

▪ Deck requirements.

▪ Size of field and location of wells.

▪ Transport of oil requirements.

▪ Type of drilling i.e. active site drilling, ‘wildcat’ well drilling,

scientific drilling
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